Natural Law Energy Inc. affirms its commitment to lead at the negotiation table with Canada on the
Trans Mountain Pipeline (TMX) and is honoured to support Nations in taking their rightful place in
ownership and economic participation.
Natural Law Energy Inc. (NLE) is building commerce from culture; using the teachings of our ancestors
and our natural laws, NLE strives to unite with Nations to build a model of economic participation in
TMX that will support our People for generations to come.
The NLE family is comprised of Nations from the Athabasca River Basin to the Salish Sea, and together
our People are strong. The relationships we build with our family of Nations are our strongest asset, and
this commitment to unity is one of the founding principles of NLE. NLE stands with our People through
this project and all projects, taking an active and leading role in the stewardship of Mother Earth for all
brothers and sisters of Creation of Mother Earth and for all the generations to come.
“Natural Law Energy was born of the recognition that the real original People, known as
Indigenous Canadians in the contemporary world, have for too long been marginalized in the
Canadian economy and that, together, our Nations can create a paradigm shift. We do this with
the gifts of Creator and Creation from the constellations to the sun, the moon, the stars, our
great Mother Earth and our brothers and sisters of Creation (our grandmother Bear, our father
Eagle and our brother Wolf and our sister Salmon just to mention a few), if we all work together
as a family. We understand and have that relationship with Creation, our Creation stories and
ceremonies that help guide us in this contemporary world to bring it back to something
sustainable for all human beings and family creatures of Mother Earth.”
NLE CEO, Travis Meguinis
This is a watershed moment in our collective history, the sky river connecting to the earth river that is
the lifeline of Mother Earth, and we know that it is time for our People to have a meaningful role in the
management and economic benefits of the resources from our lands. NLE will build on the successes of
our proven track record of negotiating billion-dollar equity-share, revenue-share and operating models
to work with Nations who want to move forward to take their rightful place in the TMX project.
“Our vision is to bring the reality and Spirit horse together to help guide in our quest to working
with families of Nations and organizations that wish to be a part of a unified socio-economic
prosperity endeavor. This is not just a commercial transaction. This project is an essential
element in re-defining the economic landscape for our Peoples and paving a path towards true
sovereignty and effective sustained self-governance based upon our natural laws. It is about
improving the intergenerational health of our peoples and of the other creatures of MotherEarth. We would be honoured to meet with each of you, share our vision and hear yours. And we
invite you to walk with us as sovereign Peoples.”
NLE President, Chief Alvin Francis
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NLE has brought together a team of proven, professional, world class experts and a world class operator
who are blazing a trail to create the red paved road we will walk together. Furthermore, our team
includes our brothers and sisters who navigate the waves, the waters and the tides to create this shared
path for our original People walking in today’s world and into the future and for the unborn. Our
traditional ceremonies play a balancing role in our sovereign governance approach.
“We are coming from respectful, caring and sharing origins, and paddling and riding together on
a journey of humble, sincere and inclusive unification with the 129 indigenous families of Nations
with interest and impact in the TMX.”
NLE Executive Member Chief Dale Harry, Squamish Nation
NLE is supporting Nations in navigating the complex options and information and breaking through the
jargon to support Nations to be self-determining in their participation. NLE will ensure that Nations who
are uncertain of what they want but who need to have their path to participation preserved for them
have a place at the table.
Furthermore, NLE understands the importance of the TMX endeavor, and the global participation for
that will come with it to not only our People and Nations but the broader Canadian public as well. NLE
knows that this project is just the beginning and could bring investments across a spectrum of socioeconomic systems and improve lives for our future generations.
NLE has strong relationships and a demonstrated capacity to negotiate a groundbreaking transaction
between public and private sector investment, governments and Nations, and indigenous and nonindigenous organizations. NLE offers this experience to support a meaningful role for Nations in the
negotiation of ownership in the TMX.
Further alliance announcements will be released in the coming days and weeks.
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